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Treasure hunters movie

Treasures is a Shaw Brothers film starring Alexander Fu Sheng and Gordon Liu. Released in 1981 Plot This kung fu comedy combines Fu Sheng with his real brother Chang Chan Peng. The first stars as a cunning kung fu conman who uses all his skills to play an important servant of his wars during the opening of the
film. Now, fleeing the law, he comes across a rich but also bored young socialite who wants the chance to prove himself to his family. With this in mind, the spoiled son offers his new collaborator to find Chan P choo Chu's legendary treasury and satisfy their wealth and acceptance needs. With an uncertain agreement
that was triggered, the two adventurers who set out in search of the much-sought-after treasure. Also hunting the prey Chan P choo is a small gang of kung fu fighting monks and the scariest of all, the ruthless Lord Mo. Through a series of complex epics and small battles, the dynamic duo formed a unique bond that
helped them in their final confrontation with the fearsome Lord Mo. In the temple, which is said to be home to Chan P choo, the various parties reveal their motives and heroic powers are once and for all against Lord Mok and his deadly female cohort. Cast Fu Sheng as Chut Do Bo Chang Peng as Jue Gow Wang Lung
Wei as Lord Mok Gordon Liu as Mo Syeong Wilson References External Links Treasures Hunters on IMDB This film-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article about a martial arts film is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Restored from In 2009, art dealer Forrest Fenn
hid in a real treasure house full of gold and jewelry somewhere in the Rocky Mountains. Hundreds of thousands of people have untheralled Fan's poetry in search of the buried loot. Until earlier in June, when Fenn announced that hunters were finding their wealth. Although more lawsuits than Lara Croft has ever faced,
the sense of adventure he has created is still palpable - and adventure is something Hollywood's greatest treasure hunt has in mind. From the madness to the spin, the Old West to the highways of California, heroes and heroines risked life and limb in search of any kind... Well, well, it's just gold or supernatural relics. But
there is nothing, for it was not for the treasure; it's all about the thrill of hunting. Sierra Madre Warner Bros. treasure. When news of a possible massive gold rush reached Humphrey Bogart with his best oil worker, Fred Dobbs, he joined forces with a grigged prospector. They pursue fate in sierra madre mountains. John
Houston's seminal study of greed, paranoia and betrayal inspired everyone from George Lucas and Steven Spielberg to Sam Raimi and Mel Brooks. Treasure Island (and Treasure Island Narcot) RKO Radio Pictures Disney is the first live-action film, Treasure Island is, perhaps, quintessential adventure film about the
studio. Based on robert louis stevenson's novel, the film follows the young Jim Hawkins and the pirate Long John Silver. They embark on a distorted and remarkably violent search for buried treasure. The 1950 film influenced what we think we know about pirates. It has since been interpreted repeatedly. - It's the best of
these covers, of course, like Muppet Treasure Island 6. Tim Curry, Billy Connolly and the literal Muppet yacht? That's how you get better in classics, folks. It's crazy, crazy adolescent artist A, who since the early 1960s, Stanley Kramer is crazy, instills treasure with travel. Five teams of welcome to the contestants who
have embarked on an unworkable and increasingly abrupt race in California to get their fortunes buried as a dead criminal. Shananius and literally dozens of big cameo names, including Buster Keaton and the Three Pikes afterwards. Titan A.E. 20th Century Fox Titan A.E. is not well remembered. The film is Fox
Animation Studios' second and final attempt after Anastasia, and was overshadowed by the studio, closing just days after it was released in June 2000. The movie deserves better. Years after Earth exploded, Cale Tucker discovered she owned a star on the mysterious Titan spacecraft. Along with pilot Akima and a trio of
aliens to find the spaceship, the journey is like any good treasure hunt lined with betrayal, greed and romance. But this time in space! The good, the bad and the ugly adolescence The third and final part of Sergio Leone's trilogy Of Dollars, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly is one of the biggest spaghetti Westerns. During
the end of the Civil War, Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleef and Ellie Wallach's Trio headed for the theft of Confederate gold. It clearly doesn't go as planned, and the film ends in the famous Enio Morricone, marked in Renione, one of the best moments in the history of cinema. Mummy Universal Paintings Although most

other iterations of The Mummy stick only to horror, Brendan Fraser's 1999 film is much more Indiana Jones than Dracula - all the way to rival treasures and dubious archaeology. While initially about plundering graves in search of the lost city of gold, the film eventually unfolds. It's about evaluating librarians and reading
books to stop the end of the world. If only it were so easy in real life. Walt Disney Pictures National Treasure Treasure finds Nicholas Creage's Benjamin Gates stealing the Declaration of Independence in search of wealth from the age of the revolution, while the sequel, National Treasure: Book of Secrets, kidnaps the
president to prove his predecessor's innocence in the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. This is before revealing the location of a city of solid gold. Lara Croft: Tomb Raider Paramount Pictures in the early 2000s Tomb Raider films star Angelina Jolie as Lara Croft. Honestly, that's all you need to know. She carries the two
films through the will of the will. The first film is full of puzzles, murders, statues and Illuminati. The second installment, clumsily titled Lara Croft: Tomb Raider - The Cradle of Life, is about finding Pandora's literal box. Are they good movies? Critics say no. Are the DVDs on the shelf? Of course they are. Pirates of the
Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl Disney Though later Pirates of the Caribbean (and Johnny Depp's IRL behavior) have seemingly gone out of their way to tarnish the franchise's reputation, The Curse of the Black Pearl remains a roll adventure film. And although the hunting treasure is, technically, only one piece of
cursed Aztic gold, all the curses of betrayal and gold and well-intentioned, historically inaccurate piracy are robbed of aplomb. Gooni Warner Bros. The Goonis adopted the idea of treasure-searching and put it firmly in the 1980s. A bachelor group of losers finds an ancient treasure map in the attic and tries to claim the
wealth of one-eyed Willie as his own. And you have nostalgia. It's still part of the pop culture landscape. Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark Lucasfilm take the best parts of classic Hollywood series and Sierra Madre's Treasures, along with George Lucas and Steven Spielberg at their peak, and Harrison Ford
with less convincing than should be legally allowed, and you have Indiana Jones. It's the character (and franchise) that will shape almost every action/adventure movie afterwards. Except for the Crystal Skull. We're... I'm really not sure what happened there. Let's hope Indy's future is brighter than that. The image
presented: Buena Vista Pictures X marks the site of the buried treasure. It is a concept that has inspired and excited the minds of the audience for generations. From old stories like Treasure Island to more modern adventures, treasure hunting has always been a fun concept of history. There are countless films that have
told these stories in different ways. Some go to adventure, while others tell darker tales. When done well, these kinds of films can be a blast for audiences of all ages. Here are the best treasures for hunting movies that everyone should see. 10 National Treasures Nicola Cage stars in this modern Indiana Jones-type
adventure as a historian looking for a treasure that was hidden in the early days of America's founding. He must fight mercenaries and authorities to uncover the map, which is hidden on the back of the Declaration of Independence. The film is a fun combination of American history with a solid action-adventure. It also
boats an impressive cast that includes Sean Bean, Jon Voight and Christopher Plummer. It's pure fun and delivers to your fun room. 9 Romancing The Stone Romancing Stone skillfully creates an exciting treasure-seeking story inside a romantic comedy. Kathleen Turner is a timid novelist who travels to Colombia to find
her kidnapped sister. Along the way, she's surrounded by a rogus adventurer (Michael Douglas) looking for hidden wealth. Turner and Douglas have brilliant chemistry as two people who can't choose between loving each other and hating each other. There's also a wonderful comedy turn by Danny DeVio as a greasy
criminal after the same treasure. 8 It's Crazy, Mad, Mad World takes a well-deserved and widely comedic approach to treasure story with fantastic results. The film follows a group of drivers who hear a rumor that a master thief has hidden his wealth and they all make it crazy to fight each other to the spoils. The film has
an entire star, including Spencer Tracy, Milton Berle and Mickey Rooney, as well as endless incredible cameos. It's a wild and exciting slapstick comedy with some really amazing stunts. It all comes together in a funny vine. 7 Indiana Jones and The Last Crusade The third Indiana Jones film follows the franchise's great
tradition, which delivers exciting and epic entertainment for treasure hunts. This time, Indy is joined by his father (Sean Connery) as they fight the Nazis once again to find the legendary Holy Grail, which is said to give immortality. Steven Spielberg proves once again that he can produce amazing action pieces better than
anyone else. The film is a non-stop ride filled with excitement, humor and fear. Harrison Ford is as good as ever, and Connery makes for a great addition to the adventure. 6 Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl pirated films has long been out of fashion, before the swashbuckling Disney adventure
proved that there was still a lot of fun to hold with the genre. Johnny Depp is Captain Jack Sparrow, an eccentric pirate trying to regain control of his old ship, whose crew was cursed by forbidden treasure. The action is epic, while the story is really interesting. Depp, however, is the real The film works as well as its
tireless performance adds so much humor and fun to the adventure. 5 Three Kings three Kings takes advantage of a more modern approach to the history of treasures, which makes for a unique and interesting film. David O. Russell's film follows a small group of soldiers at the end of the Gulf War who come up with a
plan to steal gold from one of Saddam Hussein's bunkers. George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg and Ice Cube make for great clues, and the film balances tones very effectively. You'll be thrilled with the action, laughing with humour and fascinated by the drama all at once. 4 The GooniTay for the search for buried treasure is
something every child has dreamed of at one moment or another. Gunies brings this sense of adventure to the youth of the big screen with this classic family story. The story follows a group of unlucky kids who find a map of an ancient pirate treasure and choke to find it. The film is a funny, funny and touching story of
friendship wrapped in the story of treasure hunting. 3 The masterpiece Good, Bad and Ugly, This Sergio Leone is not only one of the greatest spaghetti westerns, but also a great Western that takes over the history of the treasure hunt. Movie stars Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleave and Ellie Wallach as the three citruses
who cross paths while searching for confederate value, which is said to be buried in a cemetery. The film is beautiful and each of the actors is perfect in their roles. There are so many iconic sequences as well as a stunning soundtrack. It's an epic adventure all over America, as it was torn apart by the Civil War. John
Houston's film comes after two Americans looking for work in Mexico partnered with an old gold digger in the mountains. The film is an interesting and fascinating look at the huge risks these men have to experience in order to find their wealth and the effect that everything begins to have on them. 1 Raiders of the Lost
Ark is hard to even think of as a treasure hunt without imagining Indiana Jones in his iconic fedora. He may not have been the first character to look for long lost money, but it's hard to find a hero who did it better. Indy's first adventure remains the best he does as he reunites with his old flame (Karen Allen) to search for
the biblical coffin of the covenant before the Nazis use it to unleash their incredible power. Harrison Ford is a legendary character, and Steve Spielberg's adventure is full of thrills, laughter and fun. NEXT: 5 reasons raiders of the lost Whale is better than the last crusade (&quot;5 reasons the last crusade is better) Next
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